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AUTOMATIC IN-VEHICLE MOBILE DEVICE 
DETECTION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
§119(e) to US. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/938, 
915 entitled “Automatic In-Vehicle Mobile Device Detec 
tion” ?led May 18, 2007, and to US. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 60/ 939,191 entitled “Automatic In-Vehicle 
Mobile Device Detection” ?led May 21, 2007, both of Which 
are herein incorporated by reference in their entireties. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] 1. Field of Invention 

[0003] At least one embodiment is directed to a system and 
methods for automatically detecting and enabling mobile 
telephone capability Within a given location, such as a 
vehicle, and typically Within an automobile. 

[0004] 2. Discussion of RelatedArt 

[0005] Recent years have seen a proliferation of portable 
electronic devices such as mobile (cellular) telephones. This 
proliferation has also led to an increase in the number of 
people using cellular telephones While driving in cars. 
[0006] Many luxury cars are noW available With built-in 
and hands-free communication capability. For example, 
some cars come equipped With a built-in car phone that 

includes an external antenna mounted on the vehicle. Others 
may have integrated handsfree sets that alloW a user to con 
nect their mobile phone to the car’s systems, such as the car’s 
external antenna and/or audio systems and in some applica 
tions independent integrated transceiver circuitry. 
[0007] BluetoothTM Wireless technology facilitates mobile 
communication in vehicles. BluetoothTM is a manufacturer 
independent standard for the Wireless connection of elec 
tronic devices over short distances. BluetoothTM enhances the 
comfort, convenience, and safety, of automotive communica 
tions by enabling Wireless connections betWeen a mobile 
phone and other devices in the vehicle. BluetoothTM function 
ality depends on Which BluetoothTM pro?les the devices sup 
port: The BluetoothTM Handsfree Pro?le enables handsfree 
communication through a Wireless connection betWeen 
mobile phone and the car phone or devices. The BluetoothTM 
SIM Access Pro?le on the other hand offers the additional 
possibility of using certain car phones to access the contact 
and ID data stored on the SIM card of the user’s mobile phone. 
In the mobile phone, the mobile communication is de-acti 
vated, meaning the GSM or CDMA functionality of a mobile 
phone is in a quasi off mode: the mobile phone merely “lends” 
the car phone the information stored on its SIM card. 

[0008] The BluetoothTM SIM access alloWs a user to enjoy 
the bene?ts of a car phone With external GSM antenna (such 
as improved reception and audio quality), and handsfree 
mode, While maintaining the GSM identity (i.e., the phone 
number and SIM card) of the user’s mobile phone. Via the 
BluetoothTM SIM Access Pro?le, the car system can access 
the SIM card of a compatible mobile phone and log onto the 
GSM netWork. As soon as the user gets out of the car or 
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presses a certain button on his mobile phone, the receiving 
mode is deactivated, and the mobile phone automatically logs 
back onto its mobile network. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0009] Aspects and embodiments of the invention are 
directed to a system and method for automatically connecting 
a user’s mobile communications device (such as a mobile 
phone or PDA) to a local communications system, such as an 
integrated “in-vehicle” communications system or home/of 
?ce “land-line” telephone service, and for automatically 
selecting an operating mode of the local communications 
system based on availability of the mobile communications 
device. 
[0010] One embodiment is directed to a method of auto 
matic mode selection for a vehicular communications system, 
the method comprising searching for a BluetoothTM enabled 
device, selecting a remote mode of operation responsive to 
detection of the BluetoothTM enabled device, and selecting a 
local mode of operation responsive to failure to detect the 
BluetoothTM enabled device, Wherein selecting the local 
mode of operation includes activating an in-vehicle commu 
nications device, and Wherein selecting the remote mode of 
operation includes activating in-vehicle BluetoothTM systems 
to connect the BluetoothTM enabled device to the vehicle 
communications system. 
[0011] In one example, the method further comprises acti 
vating the vehicular communications system prior to search 
ing for the BluetoothTM enabled device. Searching for the 
BluetoothTM enabled device may include searching for a reg 
istered BluetoothTM enabled device, the registered Blue 
toothTM enabled device being registered With the vehicular 
communications system. In one example, selecting the local 
mode of operation includes activating the in-vehicle commu 
nications device responsive to failure to detect the registered 
BluetoothTM enabled device. The method may further com 
prise detecting a plurality of BluetoothTM enabled devices, 
selecting one or more of the plurality of BluetoothTM enabled 
devices, and connecting the selected one of the plurality of 
BluetoothTM enabled devices to the vehicular communica 
tions system. In one example, detecting the plurality of Blue 
toothTM enabled devices includes detecting a registered Blue 
toothTM enabled device, and selecting one or more of the 
plurality of BluetoothTM enabled devices includes selecting 
the registered BluetoothTM enabled device. 
[0012] Another embodiment is directed to a method of 
automatically con?guring a vehicular communications sys 
tem betWeen a local mode in Which an in-vehicle communi 
cations device is active and a remote mode in Which a mobile 
communications device is active and coupled to the vehicular 
communications system, the method comprising. In this 
embodiment, the method comprises searching for the mobile 
communications device, activating the remote mode respon 
sive to successful detection of the mobile communications 
device, and activating the local mode responsive to failure to 
detect the mobile communications device. In one example, 
searching for the mobile communications device includes 
searching for a registered mobile communications device. 
Accordingly, activating the remote mode may includes acti 
vating the remote mode responsive to successful detection of 
the registered mobile communications device, and activating 
the local mode may include activating the local mode respon 
sive to failure to detect the registered mobile communications 
device. In another example, the method further comprises 
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detecting a plurality of mobile communications devices, and 
selecting one or more of the plurality of mobile communica 
tions devices to be coupled to the vehicular communications 
system. Detecting the plurality of mobile communications 
devices may include detecting at least one registered mobile 
communications device, and selecting one or more of the 
plurality of mobile communications devices may include 
selecting at least one registered mobile communications 
device. In another example, searching for the mobile commu 
nications device includes searching for a BluetoothTM 
enabled mobile communications device, such as, for 
example, a BluetoothTM enabled mobile phone. In one 
example, activating the remote mode includes coupling the 
BluetoothTM enabled mobile communications device to an 
in-vehicle transceiver via a BluetoothTM interface. 
[0013] Methods according to various aspects and embodi 
ments may be implemented by softWare. For example, a com 
puter-readable medium may be provided having computer 
readable signals stored thereon that de?ne instructions that, as 
a result of being executed by a processor, instruct the proces 
sor to implement an example of the method(s) described 
herein, or variations thereof. 
[0014] According to another embodiment, a communica 
tions system con?gurable betWeen a local mode and a remote 
mode comprises a local infrastructure, a local communica 
tions device coupled to the local infrastructure, a BluetoothTM 
interface coupled to the local infrastructure and con?gured to 
communication With a BluetoothTM enabled device, and a 
controller coupled to the local infrastructure and the Blue 
toothTM interface and con?gured to activate the remote mode 
responsive to detection of the BluetoothTM enabled device and 
to activate the local mode responsive to failure to detect the 
BluetoothTM enabled device, Wherein in the remote mode, the 
BluetoothTM enabled device is coupled to the local infrastruc 
ture via the BluetoothTM interface. The local infrastructure 
may comprise, for example, a telephone handset and/or tele 
phone base unit for a “land-line” telephone system or an 
in-vehicle communications system including, for example, 
an integrated transceiver and antenna. 
[0015] Still other aspects, embodiments, and advantages of 
these exemplary aspects and embodiments, are discussed in 
detail beloW. Moreover, it is to be understood that both the 
foregoing information and the folloWing detailed description 
are merely illustrative examples of various aspects and 
embodiments, and are intended to provide an overvieW or 
framework for understanding the nature and character of the 
claimed aspects and embodiments. The accompanying draW 
ings are included to provide illustration and a further under 
standing of the various aspects and embodiments, and are 
incorporated in and constitute a part of this speci?cation. The 
draWings, together With the remainder of the speci?cation, 
serve to explain principles and operations of the described 
and claimed aspects and embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] Various aspects of at least one embodiment are dis 
cussed beloW With reference to the accompanying ?gures. In 
the ?gures, Which are not intended to be draWn to scale, each 
identical or nearly identical component that is illustrated in 
various ?gures is represented by a like numeral. For purposes 
of clarity, not every component may be labeled in every 
draWing. The ?gures are provided for the purposes of illus 
tration and explanation and are not intended as a de?nition of 
the limits of the invention. In the ?gures: 
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[0017] FIG. 1 is a block diagram ofone example of at least 
a portion of a communications system according to aspects of 
the invention; 
[0018] FIG. 2 is a How diagram of one example of a method 
of automatic mode selection for a communications device, 
according to aspects of the invention; and 
[0019] FIG. 3 is a How diagram of one example of a method 
of selecting an operating mode according to aspects of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0020] Aspects and embodiments are directed to a system 
and methods for automatically connecting a user’s mobile 
phone to local communications system. Using the Blue 
toothTM protocol, or a similar short-range communications 
protocol, the system may be con?gured to automatically 
search for an available compatible mobile device (such as a 
cellular phone or PDA) and connect a detected device to the 
local communications system. The term “local communica 
tions system” as used herein is intended to refer to a commu 
nications system Within a designated location such as a 
vehicle, home or o?ice. For example, a vehicular local com 
munications system, also referred to as an in-vehicle commu 

nications system, may include a transceiver, antenna and 
interface components integrated Within a vehicle such as an 
automobile or boat. A home or of?ce-based local communi 
cations system may include, for example, a “land-line” tele 
phone system including a handset and/or base unit. There 
fore, although the following discussion may refer primarily to 
in-vehicle communications systems, it is to be appreciated 
that the invention is not so limited and may be used With any 
local communications system. 
[0021] As discussed further beloW, according to one 
embodiment, Where the local communications system 
includes a local communications device, such as a “car 
phone” for in-vehicle communications systems, or a “land 
line” phone for in-home or of?ce-based communications sys 
tems, the system may automatically pick betWeen activating 
the local communications device or a detected mobile device, 
based on various criteria, such as availability of a compatible 
mobile device, reception for the mobile device, user prefer 
ences, etc., as discussed beloW. Systems and methods accord 
ing to various aspects and embodiments may provide the 
convenience of automatic mobile communications connec 
tivity in a local environment, such as a vehicle, home or of?ce, 
Without requiring substantial user intervention, as discussed 
further beloW. 
[0022] It is to be appreciated that embodiments of the meth 
ods and apparatuses discussed herein are not limited in appli 
cation to the details of construction and the arrangement of 
components set forth in the folloWing description or illus 
trated in the accompanying draWings. The methods and appa 
ratuses are capable of implementation in other embodiments 
and of being practiced or of being carried out in various Ways. 
For example, it is to be appreciated that although embodi 
ments of the system may be discussed beloW With reference to 
the GSM communications standard, the invention is not so 
limited and the embodiments of the system and methods may 
be used With communications devices operating according to 
any communication standard. Examples of speci?c imple 
mentations are provided herein for illustrative purposes only 
and are not intended to be limiting. In particular, acts, ele 
ments and features discussed in connection With any one or 
more embodiments are not intended to be excluded from a 
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similar role in any other embodiments. Also, the phraseology 
and terminology used herein is for the purpose of description 
and should not be regarded as limiting. The use herein of 
“including,” “comprising,” “having,” “containing,” “involv 
ing,” and variations thereof is meant to encompass the items 
listed thereafter and equivalents thereof as Well as additional 
items. 

[0023] As discussed above, many luxury cars offer users 
the ability to use dedicated car phone systems With the user’s 
oWn mobile phone and internal SIM card. Some cars may 
provide both a local car phone (i.e., the phone circuitry per 
manently installed in the car) as Well as connectivity to the 
user’s mobile phone. For example, one car manufacturer pro 
vides a SIM card reader in the car, for example, in the armrest, 
Where the user can simply insert a SIM card to use the car 
phone system. This SIM card may in one example be the SIM 
card from the user’s mobile phone or independent SIM card 
dedicated to the car. The car phone system uses a built-in 
antenna and car cell transceiver circuitry in the car such that 
reception may be improved signi?cantly over a typical 
mobile phone reception. 
[0024] In some cars, the car phone is provided in conjunc 
tion With a BluetoothTM integrated system that alloWs the user 
to connect their mobile phone to the car phone system, as 
discussed above. The car phone may have a different tele 
phone number than does the mobile phone and, in some 
examples, may use different communications standards or 
protocols (e.g., GSM rather than CDMA), thus offering the 
user the advantage of multiple different phone options. 
[0025] In these cars, the car’s communication system may 
be capable of operating With either the car phone or the user’s 
connected BluetoothTM enabled mobile phone. For example, 
referring to FIG. 1, the car’s communication system include 
an in-vehicle transceiver 150 that is communicates With both 
an in-vehicle communications device 155 and a BluetoothTM 
interface 160. The transceiver is coupled to the vehicle’s built 
in antenna 170, as discussed above. The in-vehicle commu 
nications device 155 may include the car phone or a SIM card 
reader, as discussed above. The BluetoothTM interface 160 
communicates With BluetoothTM enabled devices, such as a 
BluetoothTM enabled mobile phone 165. Thus, the system 
may have tWo sWitchable modes, namely “local mode” in 
Which the system uses the local (car) phone (With its number 
and protocol), and “remote mode” in Which the system is 
“locked” to the user’s mobile phone. Similarly, in the context 
of a home- or of?ce-based local communication system, in 
the local mode, the system may use the “land-line” phone. 
When the system is in remote mode, the system connects the 
user’s mobile phone to the in-vehicle transceiver 150 using 
the BluetoothTM interface 160. Similarly, in a home or of?ce 
environment, in remote mode, the system may connect the 
user’s mobile phone to the “land-line” phone systems, alloW 
ing the user to use the mobile phone number, features and 
functionality through the “land-line” infrastructure. 
[0026] Conventionally in vehicular systems, the user 
selects the communication system mode via a user interface, 
such as a menu on an LCD display integrated in the car. To 
change betWeen modes, the user accesses the user interface 
and, for example, scrolls through menus and options to select 
Which mode of operation (local or remote mode). This has the 
disadvantage that user action is required to sWitch betWeen 
communication system modes, eliminating the convenience 
of simply getting into the car and having the BluetoothTM 
handshake automatically capture the registered cell phone. 
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[0027] According to one embodiment, softWare may be 
provided that alloWs the system to automatically change 
betWeen remote mode and local mode depending on the 
detection via BluetoothTM of the availability of the user’s 
registered mobile phone. Referring to FIG. 2, there is illus 
trated a How diagram of one example of a method of auto 
matic mode selection. In a ?rst step 100, the communication 
system may be activated, for example, When the ignition key 
is turned, or the car is otherWise turned on (for example, by 
using a keyless remote). Once activated, the system may 
automatically “seek” for the user’s mobile phone (step 200). 
In particular, step 200 may include searching for a Blue 
toothTM enabled phone Which can be automatically coupled to 
the in-vehicle systems via the BluetoothTM interface 160. One 
embodiment of the system may be con?gured to automati 
cally select betWeen local mode and remote mode based on 
Whether an available BluetoothTM enabled phone is found 
(decision block 300) during step 200. In one example, a 
certain time period may be set during Which the system looks 
for a BluetoothTM phone. If no available BluetoothTM enabled 
phone is detected during the pre-de?ned seek time period, the 
system may stop searching and default to the local mode (step 
400). If the local car phone has a SIM card slot, the system 
may prompt the user to supply a SIM card, or may automati 
cally activate the local phone if there is an already provided 
SIM card. Alternatively, if a BluetoothTM enabled phone is 
located, the system may sWitch to remote mode (step 500) and 
activate any necessary systems to couple the detected Blue 
toothTM enabled phone to the in-vehicle transceiver 150. 

[0028] Similarly, in the context of a home- or of?ce-based 
local communications system that includes a “land-line” 
phone, the “land-line” phone handset or base station may 
include a BluetoothTM interface and/or SIM card slot that 
alloWs one or more mobile phones to be coupled to the local 
communications system. As discussed above With reference 
to the in-vehicle scenario, the system may search for a com 
patible mobile phone and automatically couple a detected 
compatible phone to the local systems or, in the event no such 
mobile phone is found, default to the local mode. 
[0029] Referring to FIG. 3, there is illustrated a How dia 
gram of one example of a method of searching for a mobile 
phone (step 200 in FIG. 2) and selecting a communications 
mode. As discussed above, searching for a mobile phone 
generally includes searching for a BluetoothTM enabled 
phone (step 202). HoWever, it is to be appreciated that the 
invention is not limited to the use of the BluetoothTM protocol, 
and any similar protocol (knoWn or later-developed) may be 
used instead. In one example, the user may “register” a par 
ticular mobile phone (or a plurality of phones) With the car, 
such that the system looks for that particular mobile phone or 
phones (step 204). If a registered phone is found (decision 
block 206), the system may select that registered phone (step 
208) and activate the BluetoothTM systems to operate in 
remote mode (step 500), as discussed above. If no registered 
phone is found (decision block 206), the system may sWitch 
to local mode (step 400), as discussed above. 

[0030] Alternatively, in a step 210, the system may look for 
any BluetoothTM enabled phone (so long as the phone is 
supported by the system). As discussed above, if no Blue 
toothTM enabled phone is found (decision block 212), the 
system may default to or sWitch to local mode (step 400). If 
multiple BluetoothTM enabled phones are detected (block 
214), the system may select one of the detected phones to 
connect to the in-vehicle systems (step 208). In one example, 
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the system may request that the user select one or more of the 
detected phones via the user interface. In another example, 
the system may be con?gured to automatically select Which 
phone (or phones) to connect based on proximity or a rule set 
up by the user. For example, if the system detects both a 
registered phone and a non-registered phone, the system may 
default to the registered phone. If a BluetoothTM enabled 
phone is available, and has been selected, the system may 
activate the integrated BluetoothTM systems (step 500) to 
connect the phone to the car systems (such as the antenna 170 
and/ or audio and transceiver systems 150). 

[0031] It is to be appreciated that there are several circum 
stances in Which the system may conclude that there is no 
available BluetoothTM phone. For example, the user may not 
have brought their mobile phone into the car, or the battery of 
the user’s mobile phone may be discharged, or the Blue 
toothTM feature may be shut off, or the driver may not be 
aWare that the vehicle may have been previously sWitched 
from remote SIM to local SIM mode. Alternatively, the car 
may be in an area Where the user’s mobile phone does not 
have reception, for example, because the car is not Within the 
coverage area of the mobile phone’s network. These possible 
conditions dramatically defeat the convenience and safety 
features Which Were intended With BluetoothTM connectivity. 
In any of these or other circumstances, the system can be 
con?gured to automatically default to the local mode. Simi 
larly, there are several circumstances under Which the system 
may have found and selected a BluetoothTM enabled phone, 
and be operating in remote mode, but subsequently connec 
tion to the BluetoothTM enabled phone may be lost. For 
example, the battery on the phone may run doWn (if the phone 
is not plugged in), or the vehicle may enter an area Where 
there is little or no mobile phone reception. In these and 
similar circumstances, the system may automatically sWitch 
to local mode. The system may then either remain in local 
mode until some action is taken by the user, or may automati 
cally periodically seek for a BluetoothTM enabled phone (for 
example, using the method shoWn in FIG. 3, or a variation 
thereof), and sWitch back to remote mode if a suitable phone 
is found. 

[0032] Thus, the car may alWays be online and reachable 
Without user involvement either through the mobile remote 
mode or the local mode. In another embodiment the vehicle 
softWare is con?gured to monitor both the local SIM (phone 
number) and the remote cell phone SIM (phone number) such 
that an incoming call from either device may be automatically 
available to the driver. Similarly, in the context of a home- or 
of?ce-based system, the softWare may be con?gured to moni 
tor both the local “land-line” number and the mobile phone 
number such that the user may receive, on the land-line hand 
set, a call directed to either the local number or the land-line 
number. 

[0033] Having thus described several aspects of at least one 
embodiment, it is to be appreciated various alterations, modi 
?cations, and improvements Will readily occur to those 
skilled in the art. For example, it is to be appreciated that, if 
desired, the user may override the automatic detection and 
selection process discussed herein, and manually select the 
local mode or a particular mobile phone to use in the mobile 
mode. Such alterations, modi?cations, and improvements are 
intended to be part of this disclosure and are intended to be 
Within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the foregoing 
description and draWings are by Way of example only, and the 
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scope of the invention should be determined from proper 
construction of the appended claims, and their equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of automatic mode selection for a vehicular 

communications system, the method comprising: 
searching for a BluetoothTM enabled device; 
selecting a remote mode of operation responsive to detec 

tion of the BluetoothTM enabled device; and 
selecting a local mode of operation responsive to failure to 

detect the BluetoothTM enabled device; 
Wherein selecting the local mode of operation includes 

activating an in-vehicle communications device; and 
Wherein selecting the remote mode of operation includes 

activating in-vehicle BluetoothTM systems to connect the 
BluetoothTM enabled device to the vehicle communica 
tions system. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising: 
activating the vehicular communications system prior to 

searching for the BluetoothTM enabled device. 
3. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein searching for 

the BluetoothTM enabled device includes searching for a reg 
istered BluetoothTM enabled device, the registered Blue 
toothTM enabled device being registered With the vehicular 
communications system. 

4. The method as claimed in claim 3, Wherein selecting the 
local mode of operation includes activating the in-vehicle 
communications device responsive to failure to detect the 
registered BluetoothTM enabled device. 

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein further 
comprising: 

detecting a plurality of BluetoothTM enabled devices; 
selecting one of the plurality of BluetoothTM enabled 

devices; and 
connecting the selected one of the plurality of BluetoothTM 

enabled devices to the vehicular communications sys 
tem. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, Wherein detecting the 
plurality of BluetoothTM enabled devices includes detecting a 
registered BluetoothTM enabled device; and 

Wherein selecting one of the plurality of BluetoothTM 
enabled devices includes selecting the registered Blue 
toothTM enabled device. 

7. A computer-readable medium having computer-read 
able signals stored thereon that de?ne instructions that, as a 
result of being executed by a processor, instruct the processor 
to implement the method of claim 1. 

8. A method of automatically con?guring a vehicular com 
munications system betWeen a local mode in Which an in 
vehicle communications device is active and a remote mode 
in Which a mobile communications device is active and 
coupled to the vehicular communications system, the method 
comprising: 

searching for the mobile communications device; 
activating the remote mode responsive to successful detec 

tion of the mobile communications device; and 
activating the local mode responsive to failure to detect the 

mobile communications device. 
9. The method as claimed in claim 8, Wherein searching for 

the mobile communications device includes searching for a 
registered mobile communications device. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 9, Wherein activating 
the remote mode includes activating the remote mode respon 
sive to successful detection of the registered mobile commu 
nications device; and 
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wherein activating the local mode includes activating the 
local mode responsive to failure to detect the registered 
mobile communications device. 

11. The method as claimed in claim 8, further comprising: 
detecting a plurality of mobile communications devices; 

and 
selecting one of the plurality of mobile communications 

devices to be coupled to the vehicular communications 
system. 

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, Wherein detecting 
a plurality of mobile communications devices includes 
detecting a registered mobile communications device; and 

Wherein selecting one of the plurality of mobile commu 
nications devices includes selecting the registered 
mobile communications device. 

13. The method as claimed in claim 8, Wherein searching 
for the mobile communications device includes searching for 
a BluetoothTM enabled mobile communications device. 

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, Wherein searching 
for the BluetoothTM enabled mobile communications device 
includes searching for a BluetoothTM enabled mobile phone. 

15. The method as claimed in claim 13, Wherein activating 
the remote mode includes coupling the BluetoothTM enabled 
mobile communications device to an in-vehicle transceiver 
via a BluetoothTM interface. 

16. A computer-readable medium having computer-read 
able signals stored thereon that de?ne instructions that, as a 
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result of being executed by a processor, instruct the processor 
to implement the method of claim 8. 

17. A communications system con?gurable betWeen a 
local mode and a remote mode, the system comprising: 

a local infrastructure; 
a local communications device coupled to the local infra 

structure; 
a BluetoothTM interface coupled to the local infrastructure 

and con?gured to communication With a BluetoothTM 
enabled device; and 

a controller coupled to the local infrastructure and the 
BluetoothTM interface and con?gured to activate the 
remote mode responsive to detection of the BluetoothTM 
enabled device and to activate the local mode responsive 
to failure to detect the BluetoothTM enabled device; 

Wherein in the remote mode, the BluetoothTM enabled 
device is coupled to the local infrastructure via the Blue 
toothTM interface. 

18. The communications system as claimed in claim 17, 
Wherein the local infrastructure comprises at least one of a 
telephone handset and a telephone base unit. 

19. The communications system as claimed in claim 17, 
Wherein the local infrastructure comprises a transceiver inte 
grated Within a vehicle. 

* * * * * 


